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SPECIAL AWARDS

Consumer Convenience

2008 Starpack Awards

“Fun and funky the Home Recycling Unit proves that recycling in the home doesn’t
have to be a cross between the local waste tip and ‘The Good Life’’.

The unit is designed to fit into a modular kitchen and to encourage the whole family to take
up recycling. It is manufactured from 80% B-flute recovered fibres with the remainder coming
from FSC managed forests.

Simple to erect, the unit provides space to segregate glass, plastics, cans and paper safely
for recycling. The finished unit is sold through retail outlets and through the Acorn web site as a
flat pack. It carries simple line diagrams showing how to assemble the unit and comes with bag
inserts that lock onto the four integral containers. The wipe-clean unit holds 71 litres of
recycled materials and has a paper ‘drawer’ at the bottom which stabilises the unit by lowering
the centre of gravity.

Additional holes have been incorporated into the sides of the unit to take ink cartridges
and batteries; these can be accessed through the paper drawer and released by
withdrawing a flap.

From little Acorns...

Winner SCA Packaging South -
Home Recycling Unit for Acorn

Step change in openability

Winner: Crown Food Europe for Easylift™

“For great functionality and technical innovation Easylift™ deserved a special award as well as the Gold Star in the
Consumer Products and Technical Development categories” - Steve Kelsey, head judge and strategic innovations
director, PI3 Design.

Everyone knows that grip deteriorates with age and with one in every four
people having a disability or a close friend or relative who is disabled, for
these and all consumers Crown Food Europe’s technically innovative
EasyLift™ can end provides a step-change in openability.

In a world where half of all Europe’s adults will be over 50 by 2020 and
where, in the UK, spending power of the over 55s is £13.7bn/year, Crown
Food Europe has grasped the technical nettle to produce an innovative
easy-open can end that will spur others to compete in this lucrative market.

The development gives a generous gap between the can lid and ring for
easier access to the product while for the more physically impaired
consumer this also allows special “hook” tools to be used more efficiently
and easily.

Crown Food Europe’s EasyLift™ won: Gold Star – Technical Development;
and Gold Consumer Products

Environment




